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You will notice that there are two Editors’ Forwards in this volume of the Journal
of the Entomological Society of Ontario. On page 2 is the forward from Special Editor
Steve Marshall that was originally printed in Volume 137, which I have been thinking of as
‘Pengelly I’, with the first five papers in this volume comprising ‘Pengelly II’. About two
years ago, we began planning a special volume in memory of David Pengelly, an entomologist
at the University of Guelph who inspired many Ontario and Canadian entomologists. It is
a mark of the esteem in which his students and colleagues held him, that the memorial
volume had to be split into two. I would like to express my warmest thanks and appreciate
to Steve Marshall who acted as the Special Editor of the Pengelly volumes.
With the publication of Volume 138, I am delighted to note that JESO has resumed
a timely publication schedule. Not only is the 2007 volume actually being published in
2007, but preparations are already underway for Volume 139, to be published in 2008.
Another important change is electronic distribution of published manuscripts, with the
added attraction that the electronic versions may include colour plates and maps, which are
generally impossibly expensive to print. Electronic distribution will enable our authors’
work to reach the wider audience that it deserves, not least of all because it will become
accessible to web search engines. These are important developments in bringing JESO
to a wider audience, and everyone who has helped to get us to this point, should award
herself or himself a pat or two on the back. I especially thank the JESO Editorial Board,
the ESO Board, our patient Technical Editor, and the many reviewers whose hard work and
enthusiasm for the Journal, have been the real impetus for these changes.
After that moment of self-congratulation, let me assure you that we are not resting
on our laurels, but intend to continue building on the momentum we have established. First,
we are committed to maintaining annual publication in the autumn of each year (dare we
dream of bi-annual publication?), so please submit your work to JESO – we are already
considering manuscripts for Volume 139 (2008), and the more, the merrier. Remember,
all entomological research is welcome, whether its subjects are in Ontario or elsewhere.
Second, we are planning to begin converting back volumes of JESO into electronic format
for distribution from the website – eventually we would like to post all volumes of JESO
and its predecessor, the Proceedings of the ESO, right back to volume 1. Third, the success
of these Pengelly volumes has inspired suggestions for future special volumes devoted to
particular entomological themes. All these plans will help to ensure a bright and buggy
future for the Journal.
Happy reading!
Miriam H. Richards
Editor


